
Hi Lorraine,
 
I am hoping that you may be able to help answer a few questions for me with regards to school policy/procedure...
 
1. Honor roll students are not being recognized in school by the administration in any way. My daughter found out before us
via an instagram photo a friend sent with congratulations...that photo being a list in the Clinton Item. The reports cards have
nothing on them to indicate the kids received honors...there is no grade key for parents to even figure it out. Florence sawyer
has a school assembly in which teachers choose kids they deem to be worthy of praise above all other kids for SOCIAL
achievements (reportedly, but not clear), but the FAIL to mention one honor roll recipient at these assemblies..There is no
mention of honor roll kids in the monthly newsletter either, HOWVER the Golden eagle award recipients ARE mentioned (which
as an aside it was agreed to at the school council that there would be a small blurb in the newsletter for parents about what the
child did to garner that award....which has not happened either).
 
 WHAT is the message that we are sending these kids working so very hard? I had spoken with Joel about this at the student
council meeting and I was under the impression something would be done...there was plenty of time for the current report cards
to have a email, or a note go home of even a stamp on the grade form itself....since the roprt card are computer driven with a
comments section the honor acknowledgement COULD have bee placed there. The parents that I have spoken with are
absolutely blown away by this. Could you find out if this is a district policy or the policy of ONE individual? I am absolutely
positive that the newspapers, etc would be interested in this if there is no interest in a change.
 
2. I am not sure if you were contacted but I had a couple parents contact me about the MCAS cereal that had been purchased
by PAC from NRSD as a snack for the testing kids. These were individual sized boxes like you might see in a cafeteria. It seems
that there were a large number of boxes that were past expiration date. A few questions and some of the kids were reporting
that this is not out of the ordinary and that expiration date codes ocassionally past for other items...so I am wondering if there
is an inventory system or some sort of protocol at the school or distrcit level that helps dispense items before they expire and
ensure our kids are eating the best quality food available?
 
Thanks so much for any clarification you can provide and thanks for all your hard work in the name of the kids!
 
Regards,
 
 Neal Darcy


